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Abstract

Recent research on neural networks have shown a significant advancement in computer vi-
sion over traditional algorithms based on handcrafted features and models. Deep Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) dependant models are the best sophisticated mechanism for
the tasks of object classification and object detection. Although their advancement over tra-
ditional methods is significant, their huge networks and models are very computationally
costly. Compared to object classifiers, this is even worse when it comes to CNN based real
time object detectors. They process on powerful GPUs that uses lots of power.

CPU platforms are hard to provide sufficient computation resources to run these large net-
works. Due to the higher computational capabilities and ease of use in development frame-
works GPUs are first selection in neural network processes. Although GPUs are highly
capable of processing high computational costly models, they are power hungry and low in
energy efficiency. In the meantime, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based neu-
ral network accelerator is becoming a research topic. With specifically designed hardware,
FPGA is the next possible solution to surpass GPU in speed and energy efficiency. With the
current need of optimized, energy efficient CNN models; we can use FPGAs to research on
new optimized, energy efficient and simpler models of existing state-of-art CNN networks,
that we can run on low power embedded processors as well.

In this research we are going to optimize You Only Look Once (YOLO) real time object
detection architecture on FPGA, to reduce its computational cost and increase the power
efficiency, while keeping up the accuracy of the network at a reasonable level.

Keywords: FPGA, Power Efficiency, YOLO, Convolutional Neural Networks
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Recent research on Neural Network (NN) is showing great improvement over traditional algorithms
in computer vision. CNN improves the top-5 image classification accuracy on ImageNet dataset from
73.8% to 84.7% and further helps improve object detection with its outstanding ability in feature
extraction.

But the computation and storage complexity of CNN models are high. Current researches on Neural
Networks are still increasing the size of CNN models. The newest YOLO model we are focusing on
has more than 1000 billion operations per second. Choosing the best target platform is very important
when it comes to object detection applications because the computation complexity is proportional to
the input image size. Therefore processing these input images in higher resolutions may require more
than 1000 billion operations. Especially for real time object detection networks such as YOLO. A
typical CPU can perform only 10-100G FLOP per second, and also the power efficiency is normally
below 1GOP/J. So CPUs are hard to meet the high performance requirements. In fact, GPUs are able
to perform up to 10TOP/s and are a good choice for high performance neural network applications.

Out of all CPUs, GPU and FPGAs, FPGAs have become the platform that is able to make energy
efficient neural network processing a reality. FPGAs are able to implement high parallelism for CNN
based computer vision applications. Algorithm researches also show that an Neural Network models
can be simplified in a hardware-friendly way while not hurting the model accuracy. Therefore FPGAs
are the best choice for that kind of hardware friendly implementation, which can also reach higher
energy efficiency compared with CPU and GPU.

Implementing CNNs in FPGAs also have some limitations. Current FPGAs usually support working
frequency at 100-300MHz, which is much less than CPU and GPU. Also implementing CNNs in
FPGAs is much more harder than that of GPUs. Therefore from a straight forward design implemen-
tation of CNN model on FPGA, we can not expect both good performance and high enegy efficiency.
But you can address these problems by implementing FPGA based CNN accelerator. Various tech-
niques have been introduced by many researchers on this topic.
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1.2 Problem Statement

Recent research on Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is showing great improvement over tradi-
tional algorithms in computer vision. Object detection speed, accuracy and overall performance has
been increased by a significant amount since then. Despite the incremental performance, there are
two main problems with implementation of current CNN networks.

1. CNN object detection networks are very complex and computationally costly. Also almost all
of these operations are floating point operations, which are again computationally costly. For
example YOLO has more than 1000 billion floating point operations per second (BFLOPS).

2. GPUs, the first preference for implementing CNNs are very power hungry/ has very low energy
efficiency.

To address these problems we can use FPGAs to implement CNN accelerator designs, which are
more simplified and energy efficient versions of the existing state-of-the-art CNN models. In this
research we are going to focus on designing a FPGA based optimized accelerator architecture for
Tiny - YOLO2 object detector.

1.3 Objectives

Accelerate Yolo architecture on FPGA using fixed point implementation so that CNN based object
detection networks can be processed with lesser amount of power to overcome the problems we have
identified in section 1.2 when it comes to high computational and power requirements of GPUs.

1.4 Contributions

1. Fixed point Implementation for Tiny Yolov2.

2. Implementing the hardware accelerator for fixed point inference on the Zedboard.

1.5 Limitations and Scope

1. Tiny Yolov2 benchmark architecture will be used.

2. Because of the resource limitations and frequency limitations of the Xilinx Zedboard, the speed
of the object detection network is limited.

2



1.6 Thesis Outline

I organize the rest of this dissertation as follows.

In Chapter 2, Description of the literature review.

In Chapter 3, Methodology.

In Chapter 4, Results and Discussion.

3



Chapter 2

Literature Review

Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based models are the frequently used type of model
that used to fulfil the tasks with object detection. They work on powerful GPUs that consume a lot
of power. We need CNN models with low complexity which can run on embedded processors for
practical distribution of object detectors on mobile devices. In the literature search many researches
were found which has focused on optimizing CNN architecture.

When considering optimization of CNN architecture, literature can be found in two main areas.

• Software based optimization

• Hardware based optimization

Some previous researchers have focused on software based optimization, some have focused on hard-
ware optimization and while some researchers have used combined optimization methods (both hard-
ware and software optimization techniques).

2.1 Hardware Oriented Model Compression

Many previous researchers have tried to reduce the no. of bits that are utilized for individual action or
minimize the weights that help to reduce the storage and computational complexity, by compressing
the existing CNN model.

2.1.1 Data Quantization

Among the many methods for model compression, the mechanism of quantizing the weights and
activations is considered as the most common method. In typical developing structures, the weights
and the activations of a neural network are usually interpreted using floating point data. Recent
studies suggests to change this representation with lesser bit data of fixed points. Using fewer bits for
activations and weights can significantly reduce the bandwidth, processing and storage requirements.
Previous researchers have used both linear and non-linear techniques for quantization. Eight bit
models function very much similar to the floating point model for classification. However there
are not many published reports on the research related to object detection quantization work which
regresses coordinates of all objects.
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2.1.1.1 Linear Quantization

This is the method that identifies the fixed point interpretation closest to all individual weights and
activations. The major issue is that the range of dynanic floating point data largely exceeds the range
of fixed point data which leads for the overflow and underflow of most of the weights and activations.

LCDet

In their work, they have proposed LCDet (Tripathi et al.,2017). The proposed model is trained on
face pictures for face identification. The face detection operates using a single forward pass over the
network.

In addition to that, they operate 8-bit quantization on the trained weights. Their 8-bit fixed-point
TFmodel provides supplementary 4x memory deduction while maintaining the accuracy as good as
the floating point model and obtained a 20x performance gain relative to the floating point model.

Their whole object detection system is able to function in the implementation of 8-bit fixed point after
the accumulation in each convolutional layer without going back and forth from floating point and
fixed point. Although there are many literature available for training with low accuracy model, they
work quantization only for the inference. In order to perform quantization from 32-bit floating point
to the 8-bit fixed point, they have first stored minimum value and maximum value at one layer. Then,
quantized the respective value to the linearly distributed nearest integer in (0, 255).

wq =
255
(
wf − wmin

)(
wmax − wmin

) (Equation 2.1)

where wq, wf , wmin, and wmax represents quantized variable, variable in floating point, minimum,
and maximum.

In general, Quantized LCDet can be considered as good as the floating-point model whe concerned
to the face detection accuracy.

Performance of the Fixed point model vs Floating point models (ReLU) on Face Detection Dataset
and Benchmark (FDDB) with discrete score metric is in figure 2.1.

We can clearly understand the effects of quantization on regression by the relaxed detection criteria in
terms IOU changing from 50% to 40%. Even though there are slight improvements with the floating
point model, there is a 5% of true positive improvement with the fixed point model. As predicted,
regression of box coordinates are influenced by quantization significantly.

The performance between Floating point and the Fixed point models (ReLu) is compared with differ-
ent FDDB thresholds and is shown in figure 2.2. A frame rate improvement for fixed point model is
shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: Performance of fixed vs floating point models (Tripathi et al.,2017)

Figure 2.2: Comparison between floating and fixed point (Tripathi et al.,2017)

2.1.1.2 Non-Linear Quantization

Unlike in linear quantization, assigning values to different binary codes are done independently in
non-linear quantization. The conversion of a non-linear quantized code to its corresponding value is
therefore a lookup table. These types of techniques helps to minimize the bit-width used for each
activation or weight.

(Guo et al.,2018) has used a non linear method for fixed point quantization. In CNN, the data varies
in a large range. Which means that the range of data will vary a lot from layer to layer in a dynamic
manner. Therefore if you use a static or uniform quantization method for the quantization task then it
will result in performance loss. As a solution for this they have used a quantization method in which
they choose the best range for the data for each layer separately. In this the radix point position is
chosen differently for different layers. In this quantization strategy only shifters are needed addition-
ally, that is for the data allignment. Other hardware requirements are the same. Figure 2.4 shows the
quantization flow.
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Figure 2.3: Frame rate improvement for fixed point model (Tripathi et al.,2017)

Floating point format of data is used for the first stage of the training. Then they have created a
histogram with the collected statistical data which gives the way to select he radix point position.
Then after quantization, they have tested the accuracy for each solution. For overflow as the maximum
they have set the absolute value and zero for underflow. Finally results which gave the best accuracy
is chosen and kept.

In order to improve the accuracy further, they have applied fine tuning to the quantized results. To
apply fine tuning, the network is first converted to floating point format, then radix point positions of
each layer is chosen and finally converted back to fixed-point format.

Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between different quantization methods from some previous re-
searches. The quantization arrangement is shown as a multiplication of weight bit-width and acti-
vation bit-width. The network is fine-tuned after applying linear quantization and it is denoted by
(FT). This was taken from the (Guo et al.,2018).

In general, FPGAs that are using in the present have a lot of DSP units. Each of these units implement
pre adder, accumulator core and hard multiplier. Since basic NN computation patterns work with
this model, they have tried multiply and add functions along with different DSP units with different
architecture. For the use cases of smaller bit widths of 4 or 8 during computation quantization is not
benifiting much.

Figure 2.5 compares various methods used for quantizing by some previous researches. The config-
urations for this scenario is given as (weightbit-width)*(activationbit-width). The fine tuned network
is denoted by ”FT”. This image was extracted from the (Guo et al.,2017)

3 types of implementations are tested for clarity: They are, isolated adder multiplier that has logic
resource on FPGA, same function in DSP units of Xilinz and on Altera FPGA.

Lots of DSP units are included in present day FPGAs where hard multiplying is implemented and
pre adder plys the accumulator core is included. in all of them. Nearest neighbour computation’s
fundamental patter, multiplication and the summation are fitting in to this design implementation.
Thus all multiplication and summation functions executed in DSP units could also be tested.
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Figure 2.4: Data quantization flow for CNN (Guo et al.,2017)

In Altera FPGA the DSPs inherently facilitate floating point actions. Moreover, due to the architecture
of DSP, they could be tested both on Altera and Xilinx. Narrow bit width functioning fixed point
implementations tend to have advantageous performance in resource usage.

In both Xilinx ad Altera the fixed point data with less than or equal to 16 functions fits straighton.
Thus the amount of benifits gained through quantizaion is lower bit widths are too narrow. The main
concern is the underutilization of resources including addders and multipliers in the DSPs.

2.1.1.3 Binary Neural Networks

Processing convolutions within CNN networks requires a large amount of coefficients to be stored and
processed. Generally, these coefficients are stored in a full single precision representation. Research
has shown that the precision of the coefficients can be minimized to 50

The bit accuracy can be reduced to a single bit with a scaling factor 1 by using some other methods
to train those coefficients. During training, the coefficients of floating-point are changed to binary
values and scaling a factor by averaging all output feature coefficients and subtracting this average
from the original value to produce a result that is either positive or negative, shown by either one or
zero in binary notation and this is shown by Figure 2.7. Then the output result obtained from the
convolution is multiplied by its mean.

2.1.2 Frequency Optimization Methods

The already discussed techniques mainly focussed on increased the amount of computational units in
a given FPGA. Another main area that we have to focus on when improving the peak performance is
the increasing working frequency of a computational unit. The FPGAs introduced at present are ca-
pable of supporting a theoretical peak working frequency of 700-900MHz. But the available designs
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between different quantization methods (Guo et al.,2017)

Figure 2.6: FPGA resource consumption comparison for multiplier and adder (Guo et al.,2017)

work at around 100-300MHz. As claimed in (Wu et al.,2017) , working frequency is bounded by
the routing between on-chip SRAM and DSP units whereas the actual design does not use the same
working frequencies. To part the clock domain, neighbouring slices of DSP units are utilized as local
RAMs. There is a prototype design that achieved a peak DSP working frequency at 741MHz and
891MHz on FPGA chips of different speed grades. The problem with design is, this design does not
followed a complete neural network accelerator design. The designs that do not use this method reach
300 MHz and therefore the theoretical hardware performance gain is estimated as two.

2.1.3 Data Transfer and On-chip Memory Design

Data movement can be as expensive as computation. Using a dataflow which miimizes the data
transfer is important when it comes to designing the hardware. Specially data reuse techniques can

9



Figure 2.7: Converting weights to binary (mean = 0.12)

be very useful.

Types of Data Reuse

A group of reserchers from MIT (Chen et al.,2016) have introduced a new data reuse dataflow and a
spacial architecture called Eyeriss for CNN processing. Figure 2.8 shows the spacial architecture that
was introduced by them.

Figure 2.8: Spacial architecture of CNN architecture (Chen et al.,2016)

Filter, Convolutional and ifmap reusing are the main data reusing mechanisms.

10



Figure 2.9: Computation of a CONV/FC layer (Chen et al.,2016)

1. Reusing the filters
All of the weights of filters are re utilized over the N ifmaps in both the layers.

2. Convolutional Reuse
Given in figure 2.9, the Filter size R. Where E represents the fmap sizing for the output and
H represents the fmap size in the input.

3. ifmap Reuse
All of the pixels in ifmap are re utilized acroos the filters.

This sections discusses on current CNN data flowing depending on the handling nature.

1. Weight Stationary Dataflow
Definition re usage of filter and time.

Here each and every filter sits with out moving such that the radio frequency signal is max-
imised for prediction.

Figure 2.10: Overview of WS dataflow (Chen et al.,2016)

2. Output Stationary (OS) Dataflow
Definition
Here each of the gathered pixel lies on fixed within the PE.

11



Figure 2.11: OS dataflow (Chen et al.,2016)

3. No Local Reuse (NLR) Dataflow
Definition
NLR is not dealing with reuse of data at the Radio frequency level. Moreover it utilized inter-
PE link communication.

Figure 2.12: NLR dataflow (Chen et al.,2016)

4. Row Stationary (RS) Dataflow
RS data flow tries to improve the data reuse while minimizing the psum accumulation cost.

1D Convolution Primitives Strip mining technique for spatial architecture has influenced the
idea of row stationary dataflow. The convolutions are broken down to 1D primitives to process
in parallel in a way that one PE is used for one primitive. This improves the weight and ifmap
reuse.

A sample of this sliding window mechanism is depicted below in Fig. 2.13.

Two-Step Primitive Mapping Mapping of primitives has been separated into two steps due
to the large number of primitives in the convolution. The two steps are logical and physical
mapping.

During the stage of logical map, primitives are mapped to logical PE arrays which are larger
than actual physical PE arrays. Then during physical mapping, mapping to physical PE arrays
is done. This depends on the available on-chip resources and number of computations done in
parallel.

Figure 2.14 shows the mechanism of data flowing within a logical PE at 2D convolution.

(Zhao et al.,2017) has proposed a method to optimize object detection architectures for embedded
FPGA platforms. The analysis depicts that their model accuracy is well over the percentile 85% and,

12



Figure 2.13: Processing of an 1D convolution primitive in the PE (Chen et al.,2016)

Figure 2.14: The dataflow in the PE processing a 2D convolution (Chen et al.,2016)

with optimization the design can reach 49.6x speedy advancements in comparison with the software
execution

Figure 2.17 shows their hardware design for a general convolution of 3 × 3 size.The design has two
kernels. They are conv(convolutional) kernel and fc(fully connected) kernel. The top-left part is the
line buffer. Each kernel contains an input buffer to cache data for further re-use, a computation kernel
to perform convolution (conv) or matrix vector multiplication (fc), and an output buffer to store partial
result before the final result is ready.

In this layer design of convolution the blocking, computational kernel re using and access patterns for
data are considered.
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Figure 2.15: Energy efficiency comparison between dataflows of conv layers (Chen et al.,2016)

Figure 2.16: Energy efficiency comparison between dataflows of FC layers (Chen et al.,2016)

2.2 A summary of Previous Methods

The table in Figure 2.18 shows a summary of previous methods.

14



Figure 2.17: Hardware design for a general convolution (Zhao et al.,2017)

Figure 2.18: A summary of previous methods

2.3 Overview of YOLO Object Detector Network

2.3.1 YOLO1

Novel technique to detect objects, YOLO was introduced (Redmon et al.,2016). Classifiers were used
for this purpose in the previous work. In contrast to that, here object detection is framed into bounding
boxes that are spatially seperated and their class probabilities. Unitary neural networks predict these
probabilities and boxes in single evaluation. End to end optimization on detection performance is
possible as the total pipeline for detection is implemented in one network.

The image at the input end is sub divided into a S× S grid scheme by the system. The grid cell
where the object’s center falls is detecting the object in case it falls to a center. Every cell provides
predictions of B boxes and their respective confidence scores.

The level of confidence and accuracy of the prediction on containing box is explained by the confi-
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dence scores. The confidence is defined as Pr(Object) ?IOUtruth
pred . Unless an object does not lie in a

cell, confidence scores are given by intersection over union (IOU) among the ground truth and box
that was determined in the prediction process.

Every one of the boxes have predictions namely:x, y, h, w, and the confidence. (x; y) coordinates are
denoting the box centers with relation to the grid cell boundaries. The predictions on dimensions of
height and width are done with respect to the complete image. Moreover, the grid cells predict the
conditional class probability C.

During the testing periods the conditional probability of the classes are multiplied with the respective
confidence predictions of the boxes Equation 2.2. It should also be noted that for a cell only a single
set of class probabilities are forecast-ed irrelevant of B.

Pr(Classi | Object) ? Pr(Object) ? IOU truth
pred = Pr(Classi) ? IOU truth

pred (Equation 2.2)

The class confidence scores are provided in the above, while they encode the reliability of predicted
box fitting the actual object and the probability of appearing class. Through this system the detection
is modelled in terms of regression analysis, basically predicting boxes and their class probabilities,
confidences in parallel while dividing the images into equal grids.

These predictions are encoded as an S × S × (B × 5+C) expresses these predictions as an encoded
tensor.

Figure 2.19 depicts this model,

Figure 2.19: The model (Redmon et al.,2016)
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Figure 2.20 depicts the basic architecture of the first version of YOLO.

Figure 2.20: YOLO1 network architecture (Redmon et al.,2016)

2.3.2 YOLOv2 - Better, Faster, Stronger

1. Better

Although YOLO is one of the coolest detection system, it has a variety of its own short comings
(Redmon & Farhadi,2017). It has some of the lowest recalls in comparison with the region
proposal dependant methodologies. Moreover error analysis is poor comparatively with the
fast R-CNN.

Batch Normalizing

This enables improvements for converging and eliminates the regularizing necessities.

High Resolution Classifier

More time is given to alter and adjust the filters for working on inputs with high resolution.

Dimension Clusters

k times clustering is run on bounding boxes of training set in order to identify the better priors.
So the priors are not chosen manually.

Direct location prediction

Locations are predicted with relevance to the positioning of cell.

Fine-Grained Features

As YOLOv2 detects on a 13 by 13 featuring map, it helps to identify finer features of small
objects.

Multi-Scale Training

The new YOLO upgrade is able to run on multiple image sizes such that the model is trained.

17



Figure 2.21: Dimension priors location predictions of bounding boxes (Redmon Farhadi,2017)

2. Faster

Low latency is an important aspect in cases like self driving cars. Thus YOLOv2 provides that
needed speed.

Darknet-19

Figure 2.22 shows the network of Darknet-19 which is a newer model as a classifier base in
this YOLO version 2.

3. Stronger

The new YOLO version is having a mechanism for strong classification based in joint training
using images having class labels in order to increase the no. of detectable categories.

Hierarchical classification

Figure 2.23 depicts how word tree hierarchy is used to combine the datasets.

18



Figure 2.22: Darknet-19 (Redmon Farhadi,2017)

Figure 2.23: Combination of datasets with the use of wordTree hierarchy (Redmon Farhadi,2017)
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The methodology of my thesis is explained in this chapter. Xilinx Zedboard (Zync 7000 Soc) was used
as the hardware platform in this thesis and used HLS(High Level Synthesis) for the Implemention of
the accelerator. For this Xilinx Vivado HLS, Xilinx Vivado, Xilinx SDK and Petalinux was used.

Below are the main steps that were taken during the hardware acceleration procedure.

1. Fixed Point Implementation.

2. Implementation of the hardware accelerator in Xilinx Vivado HLS.

3. Optimization of Implementation using the Xilinx HLS tools.

4. Export the IP(Intellectual Property) of the implementaion from Vivado HLS and import to
Xilinx Vivado.

5. Design the Block Diagram for the system using the imported ip.

6. The bitstream file(.bit) is generated in Vivado.

7. The hardware design is exported and Xilinx SDK is launched.

8. The Hardware Descriptiion File(.hdf) and the Executable file(.elf) are generated from Xilinx
SDK.

9. Peta Linux was used to generate Linux kernel image, root file systems and kernel modules for
(Zedboard)ZYNQ 7000 Platform.

10. Run on actual hardware.

Figure 3.1 shows the basic steps that were followed in this thesis.

Figure 3.1: Basic steps of the methodology
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3.1 Fixed Point Implementation

A fixed point number is a number with a fixed radix position where a floating point number is a
number with a floating radix position. A floating-point number has a data width which is greater than
or equal to 32bits, while the data width of a fixed point number can be smaller, such as 16, 8 and even
4bits. Using a 16-bit fixed-point number an integer number can be represented in the range of [32768,
32767], when the representation precision is only one. Truncation error which causes precision loss.
This is resulted from using shorter fixed point numbers to represent floating point numbers.

Q-Value or the radix position of Fixed-Point Numbers

Q-value represents the radix point position of a fixed-point number. A fixed point number can rep-
resent either a integre or a decimal number. This depends on the position of the radix point position
or the Q-value. With a larger Q-value, the Decimal Range becomes smaller and the representation
precision becomes higher. On the other hand, with a smaller Q-value, the Decimal Range becomes
larger and the representation precision becomes lower.

When quantizing from floating point values to fixed point numbers using the traditional or usual
methods, this will result in an acuracy loss. To address this problem here in the thesis a dynamic
multi precision quantization strategy is used.

Unlike in static data quantization strategies, the radix point position or the Q-value differs from layer
to layer. Using different radix positions for different layers reduces the accuracy loss.

xq = (int)x ∗ 2Q (Equation 3.1)

x = (float)xq ∗ 2−Q (Equation 3.2)

Where xq represents the fixed-point number, and x represents the floating-point number.

For fixed-point numbers, the real floating point value can be represented as a function of bit width
and Q-value, as shown in (Equation 3.3):

Vfixed = f(l, q) =
l−1∑
0

Bi · 2−Q · 2i (Equation 3.3)

Where l is the bit width, q is the radix point position and Bi is the binary number at ith bit.

Qd = argmin
Q

∑
|Vfloat − Vfixed(L,Q)| (Equation 3.4)

Where Vfloat represents the floating point number, Vfixed(L,Q) represents the fixed point data con-
verted using equation (Equation 3.3). This dynamic strategy of finding the Q-values and Qd helps to
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reduce/minimize the accuracy drop and truncation error.

Finding optimal radix position for each and every layer separately has two main phases.

1. The weight and bias quantization phase

2. The input quantization phase

3.1.1 The Weight and Bias Quantization Phase

The following steps are used in the weight and bias quantization phase.

1. Combine the pre-trained weights and biases with batch normalization.

2. Reorganize weight in the order of memory access.

3. Find the optimal radix point positions for each convolutional layer.

4. Quantize the pre-trained weights and bias values using the radix point positon values (Q-
values).

3.1.1.1 Combine the Pre-trained Weights and Biases with Batch Normalization

Weights and bias values were separated into two different binary files from the pre-trained weight file
downloaded from original darknet website and the weight and bias values were combined with batch
normalization. The new combined weight and bias files were saved.

3.1.1.2 Reorganize Weight in the Order of Memory Access

Access pattern of these weights and bias is diffrent since they are accessed tile by tile to the fpga(on-
chip memory) from the DRAM(off-chip memory). Therefore the weights and bias data are reorgan-
ised in the order of memory access.

3.1.1.3 Find the Radix Point Positions and Quantization of for Each Convolutional

Layer

Finding the radix point position has to be done before the quantization of weights. Best radix position
for each convolution layer is obtained. This is done using a histogram analysis. For the weight
values of each layer, a histogram(radix positions and count of weight data with each radix position)
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is obtained. The radix position which has the maximum count is selected as the best radix position
for that convolutional layer. For the best radix position, the term maxQ is used in this report.

3.1.1.4 Quantize the Pre-trained Weights and Bias

Quantization of weights and bias for each convolution layer is done using the best radix point positions
obtained in the previous step.

Vfixed = Vfloat ∗ 2maxQ (Equation 3.5)

3.1.2 The Input Quantization Phase

Unlike weights and bias values, input data values are not pre-known. Also the radix point positions
can not be obtained based on just one input image. The radix point positions that are going to be
used with different input images should be generalized values and not specific for just one or two
images. As a solution for this a calibration procedure is used. This calibration process is done on a
large number of input images to find a general solution.

3.1.3 16-bit Precision

Figure 3.2: Q-presentation of 16-bit fixed-point number (Shan etal.,2016)

My implementation of 16 bit fixed point values(weights and Inputs) was inspired by (Shan et
al.,2016) and (Qiu et al.,2016).
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The Flow diagram in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 shows the the flow of the quantized network of tiny yolov2.
The radix position for Inputs, Output, Weights and Bias for each layer are indicated by QIi, QOi,
QWi and QBi respectively. Where i is the layer number. The radix position for the Output is the
radix position for the next convolutional layer. Inputs and Outputs for each layer are represented by
Ii and Oi respectively.

Figure 3.3: The flow of the quantized network of tiny yolov2

For Convolutional layers,

QWi - Radix position for weight quantization
QIi - Radix position for Input quantization
QBi - Radix position for Bias quantization
QOi - Radix position for Output quantization

For convolution layers, the QOi value is the QIi for the next convolution layer. Therefore for Max-
pool layers, the radix position for inputs is the QIi value for the next convolution layer.

QOi = QIi+1 (Equation 3.6)

Figure 3.4: The flow of the quantized network of tiny yolov2
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3.2 Implementation of the Hardware Accelerator in Xilinx Vivado HLS

Xilinx Vivado High-Level Synthesis (HLS) allows you to program in C native languages and allows
you to transform C specifications to Register Transfer Level (RTL) which you can later synthesize
into Xilinx FPGA.

High-Level Synthesis Benefits

High-level synthesis combines and connects hardware and software domains, benefiting the follow-
ing:

• Allows to work at a higher abstract which helps to improve productivity of hardware designing
workflow.

• Allows software developers to improve system performance by accelerating the bottlenecks of
the algorithm on FPGA.

High-Level Synthesis Design Flow

1. Compilation, C simulation and debugging of the C source codes.

2. Using the optimization directives provided by the user, RTL is implemented by Synthesizing
the design.

3. Analysis the results in the C Synthesis reports.

4. Perform C/RLT co-simulation to verify the RTL implementation.

5. Generate and export the implemented RTL design.

Flow diagram of HLS design is representaed by Figure 3.5

3.2.1 Implementation of the Hardware Accelerator

When Implementing hardware design, hardware optimization methods such as Tilling, Double buffer-
ing was used in this thesis.

The Xilinx Zedboard FPGA (Zynq-7000 AP SoC XC7Z020-1CLG484) was used in this thesis. This
is a soc fpga which has a Processing system inside a the board.

The Zedboard

The ZedBoard is an evaluation and development board based on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 Platform.
Which includes a dual Corex-A9 Processing System (PS) and a 85,000 Series-7 Programmable Logic
(PL) cells. Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of the Zedboard.
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Figure 3.5: High level synthesis design flow (XIlinx Vivado 2018.2)

The Zedboard is an SoC FPGA which allows you to accelerate design flows. Bottlenecks or criti-
cal, computationally expensive parts can be accelerated on the programmable logic while the rest is
processed on processing system.

When it comes to CNN based object detection architectures(YOLO), Convolution layers are the most
computationally expensive and the most power consumable part of the process, or else the bottleneck
of the architecture. Which is why it is processed on the programmable logic, while the regional layer
which is responsible for the classification of the objects is processed on the processing system.

Main tasks of the YOLO CNN based object detector network are processing of convolution layers,
maxpool layers and regional layer.

• Convolution layers - processed as 16bit fixed point data on the programmable logic.

• Maxpool layers - processed as 16bit fixed point data on the programmable logic.

• Region layer - processed as 32bit floating point data on the processing system.

The Process Flow of the Designed Accelerator of Tiny YOLOv2

1. Input image pre-processing
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Figure 3.6: ZedBoard block diagram (Zedboard Datasheet,2012)

2. Load image to memory

3. FPGA processing of convolution and maxpool layers of the network

4. Processing system processing of Region layer

5. Post processing

The Memory Hierarchy and Memory System Flow

1. Weight files, input images are stored in the sd card.

2. Load input image data and weight,bias data into continuous buffers on the DDR memory(off-
chip).

3. Weights and input data are loaded to on-chip memory tile by tile due to the limited on-chip
memory resources.

4. The partial outputs of each output tile is stored back in the DDR off-chip memory after convo-
lution and maxpool operations.

5. After full feature map is processed tile by tile for one layer, the next layer is processed in the
same way.
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How Quantized Data is used in the Designed Flow

Inside Zynq-7000 there are 4 AXI HP interface(High Performance Interface) ports. These provide
PL(Processor Local) bus masters with high bandwidth datapathsto the DDR and OCM(On-Chip
Memory).Each interface includes two FIFO buffers for read and write traffic. These AXI HP ports
are 32bit ports. Therefore when using fixed point data with lesser data widths, data is concatenated
together to form 32bits of data and then transfer using the AXI HP interfaces.

For example if 16bit data is used, two 16bit data are concatenated into one 32bit data and sent over
the AXI HP interface between DDR memory and OCM.

• Input data - 32bit float input data are quantized to fixed point data using the maxQ value for
the first convolution layer on the processing system.

• Weights and bias data - are quantized using the obtained radix point position(maxQ) values
before the inference and are saved as binary files(.bin).

Below are the basic steps for data transfer method of fixed point data with reduced data width between
DDR off-chip memory and on-chip memory.

1. When a convolutional or maxpool layer is processed in the programmable logic, corresponding
fixed point data of the corresponding tile are concatenated into 32bit data and transferred to the
On-chip memory.

2. After being transferred to the on-chip memory, the data are again separated into individual
fixed point data of reduces data width.

3. The convolution and maxpool operations are done with the use of fixed point quantized data.

4. The output data which are resulted by the previous step are then again concatenated into 32 bit
data to be transffered to the DDR off-chip memory.

Below are techniques and methods that are used in the implementation of the processing on pro-
grammable logic(FPGA) part of the hardware accelerator.

3.2.1.1 Tiling Methods

A typical CNN consists of several convolutional layers for feature extraction. For example, tiny
yolov2 has 9 convolutional layers. Figure 3.7 shows how the computation and input/output feature
maps are processed in convolution layers (Zhang et al.,2015). The convolutional layer has N input
feature maps. Each input feature map performs convolutional operations by a shifting window with
filters of size K × K to generate one pixel in one output feature map. The shifting window has a
stride of size S, which is usually smaller than K. As a result of these convolutional operation a M
number of output feature maps will be generated. These newly generated output feature maps will be
the input feature maps for the next convolution layer.
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Figure 3.7: Graph of a convolutional layer (Zhang et al.,2015)

This accelerator design for CNN based object detection architectures on FPGA has several hardware
components. Processing elements (PEs), on-chip memory buffers, external memory, and intercon-
nects which connects on-chip memory and off-chip memory. For convolution operations or com-
putations the Processing element is the basic or the simplest unit. Due to the limitation of on-chip
resources, the input data(weights, bias and input feature maps) are first stored in the off-chip memory.
When the data are needed for the computations, they are transferred to on-chip memory and will be
cached in on-chip memory buffers before being used in the PEs.

Several design challenges are identified when it comes to designing of accelerators for object detec-
tion architectures. Limited amount of on-chip resources is one of them and it can be addressed using
tilling methods. Because of the small on-chip memory size, it is not possible to load the full input
feature map and do convolution/maxpool for the full feature map. Therefore by selecting an appropri-
ate tilling size, portion by portion or tile by tile of the selected size is loaded to the on-chip memory
and processed in parallel. The tiling method used in this research is based on (Zhang et al.,2015) and
(Ma et al.,2017).

Tile Size Selection

Fixing the loop structure, design variants with different loop tile size will also have significantly
different performance.

• Tn - Input Feature maps parallelism

• Tm - Output Feature maps parallelism

• Tr - Output Row parallelism

• Tc - Output Column parallelism

Tn, Tm, Tr, Tc values can be determined using the conditions in the equation below. These tile sizes
or the parallelism of the design depends on the on-chip resources or the number of PEs.

Below are the Tn, Tm, Tr, Tc values that are used in this research. Output row and column parallelism
is 26, input feature map parallelism is 4 and output feature map parallelism is 32. The values for Tn,
Tm, Tr and Tc are decided based on the output and input feature map sizes of each layer. Because
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each and every output feature map width should be divisible by Tc, output feature map height should
be divisible by Tr, number of output channels should be divisible by Tm and number of input channels
should be divisible by Tn.

0 < Tm × Tn ≤ (#. of PEs)
0 < Tm ≤M
0 < Tn ≤ N
0 < Tr ≤ R
0 < Tc ≤ C

Above conditions are considered when choosing values for Tn, Tm, Tr and Tc.

Tn=4, Tm=32, Tr=26, Tc=26

In case of a layer in which the following conditions are true then the minimum is taken for the Tn,Tm,
Tr and Tc values.

• if number of input channels < Tn ; Tn = l.c

• if number of output channels < Tm ; Tm = l.n

• if output feature map height < Tr ; Tr = output height

• if output feature map width < Tc ; Tc = output width

When using Tilling methods, Input feature maps and weights are loaded and processed tile by tile.
Therefore several iterations are needed to finish process one layer. TrxTcxTm sized output is output
in one iteration and TnxTm number of multiplication computations are done in parallel.

• rloops = output height/Tr (number of iterations/loops needed to complete the process of the
full height of the output fm)

• cloops = output width/Tc (number of iterations/loops needed to complete the process of the
full width of the output fm)

• mloops = l.n/Tm (number of iterations/loops needed to process the total number of output
feature maps)

• nloops = l.c/Tn (number of iterations/loops needed to process the total number of input
feature maps)

3.2.1.2 Double Buffering

In this design the on-chip buffers are designed based on the idea of double-buffering, where two
buffers are used in a ping-pong manner so that the data transfer time is overlapped with the com-
putaion time. Therefore, in this design two input buffers, two weight buffers and two output feature
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map buffers are used instead of using just one buffer for each task. Two levels of double buffering
is used. The double buffering method used in this research is based on or influenced by (Zhang et
al.,2015).

3.2.1.3 AXI Interfaces

Usually AXI buses are used as data transfer bus and AXI-lite buses are used as command transfers or
control bus.

AXI4-Stream Interfaces - An AXI4-Stream interface can be use with any input argument and any
array or pointer output argument. Although they can not be used with arguments which are both
written and read due to the sequential streaming method that is used for the interface transfers.

In this thesis five AXI data buses are used and one AXI-lite control bus is used. From five data buses,
four buses are between input and output ports of the ip and DDR memory which are used to input and
output feature map transfer and one of the buses are used for weight and bias. For all five data bus
ports, AXI HP interfaces of Zynq-7000 are used.

AXI4-Lite Interface - AXI4-Lite interfaces are used when you use a cpu or a micro-controller to
control the design.

3.2.2 Further optimization using HLS tools in Vivado HLS

After the design is done in Vivado HLS, you can further optimize the design by using various opti-
mization techniques that are provided by Vivado HLS. This can be done either by adding the directives
to the source code itself or by adding the directives to a tickle(tcl) file.

3.2.2.1 Loop Unrolling

The utilization of on-chip resources in FPGA devices can be improved by using Loop Unrolling
techniques. After checking the dependencies, loop iterations are processed in parallel instead of
processing one after the other. This optimization method can utilize the resources while decreasing
the delay. But can require higher amount of power.

3.2.2.2 Loop Pipelining

Loop pipelining is widely used to improve system throughput. This is done by executing operations
from different loop iterations in parallel.
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3.2.2.3 Arbitrary Precision

Usually when it comes to C-based languages such as C or C++, the data width of data types are
limited to 8bits, 16bits, 23bits or 64bits. But when it comes to hardware design, RTL buses support
arbitrary data widths. Therefore when you are using C or C++ languages to design the hardware in
HLS, it is important that you are able to define data widths other than the usual data widths used in
C-based languages. Vivado HLS allows you to you arbitary precision in the designs that are done in
Xilinx Vivado HLS and provides the ability to define variables of arbitary data widths, such as 5bits,
7bits.

Vivado HLS provides both integer and fixed-point arbitrary precision data types for C, C++ and
supports the arbitrary precision data types which are part of SystemC.

Arbitrary data types and arbitrary data widths are used in this thesis. Use of arbitrary precision helps
to reduce the use of unnecessarily long data types where only a smaller data width is needed.

3.3 Design in Xilinx Vivado

Vivado Design Suite is a software suite produced by Xilinx for synthesis and analysis of HDL de-
signs. You can import ip designs and create block diagrams for your design. Using the block diagram
you can simulate and run implementation of the hardware design. As a result of the hardware imple-
mentation run, the bitstream file for the design is generated. Analysis of the design can also be done
using Xilinx Vivado.

Below steps are followed in Xilinx Vivado.

• Import ip from vivado HLS.

• Add the needed blocks to create the block diagram.

• Create the clock wizard and set frequencies as desired.

• Connect the ip to finalize the block diagram.

• Validate the design.

• Generate block design and create output products.

• Rum systhesis and implementation to generate bitstream of the design.

• Export block design.

3.3.1 Design of Block Diagram

The block diagram is created using the ip block imported from vivado HLS and other ip blocks needed
for the design. Figure 3.8 shows the designed ip block which was exported from vivado HLS. In the
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vivado design when creating the clock wizard, output clock frequency is set to 150MHz.

Figure 3.8: Ip block of the design

Figure 3.9: Ip block of the processing system of the Zynq-7000

Bit-stream File

An FPGA bitstream is a file that consists of the configuration details for an FPGA. If you want a
Xilinx FPGA to perform as an embedded platform then a bitstream file is required which is specific
to that particular application to program the Xilinx FPGA.

3.3.2 Hardware Analysis of the design

You can do analysis of Power consumption, Resource utilization,etc. The analysis report details are
in the results section of this report.

3.4 Compilation and Build in Xilinx SDK

After successfully running the implementation in vivado and generating the bitstream file, the hard-
ware design is exported to Xilinx SDK from Xilinx Vivado. In this project Xilinx SDK was used for
two main purposes.
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• Generate the Hardware Description File(.hdf) to be used in petalinux.

• Generate the executable file(.elf).

The software workflow in SDK is described in the following figure.

Figure 3.10: Software workflow in SDK (Xilinx SDK Guide, 2018)

Here are the basic steps that is followed in Xilinx SDK.

1. Create the software platform - create board support package(BSP). I used Linux based os as
the software platform in this thesis.

2. Create the application project - here you add the c based files and header files(.c, .cpp and .h)
to a new application project.

3. Build the BSP and compile the software application(using gcc or g++).

4. Use linker scripts to link software platform and application software.

In this thesis, release mode was used as the build configuration out of debug and release configurations
to build the executable(.elf) file.

3.5 Use of Peta Linux

Xilinx has provided a tool chain for the generation process of Linux krnel images and root file systems
for embedded platforms like ZYNQ and it is called Peta Linux.

Here are the steps that were followed in PetaLinux.
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1. Preparing the required files for PetaLinux

2. Create PetaLinux Project and modify the Device-tree to reserve memory

3. Configure the project with Hardware Description File(.hdf) file

4. Build the project

5. Partition and prepare the SD card

6. Copy the required files to the SD card and test the accelerator

3.6 Run on Actual Hardware

The final step of this research is testing the design on actual hardware. That is the Xilinx Zedboard.
Running on actual hardware has few steps.

First it is needed to prepare the Linux boot images and root file systems. Also generating the ex-
ecutable file is needed when running on actual hardware. This is done in the Xilinx SDK. Then
copying the boot files, file systems, executable file and other necessary files(weight files, test images,
configuration file for tiny-yolov2-voc, etc) to the sd card is done.

Next you have to prepare the fpga in the boot configuration for booting. Fpga and PC are connected
via USB-UART connection. For this the Cypress driver should be installed in your PC. This works
as a bridge for connecting the UART port of the Zedboard to the USB port of the PC. After installing
the Cypress then a terminal emulator or a serial console is needed. Here you serially connect with the
board with 8 data bits and 1 stop bit with a baud rate of 115200.

Power LED(LD13), Blue Done LED(LD12) and the UART LED(LD11) can be used as indicators to
know if everything is alright with Power, configuration of the fpga with the bitstream and connection
with the pc via uart respectively. If these LEDs are on, after connecting with the board serially, the
petalinux boots the system and you can login as root. Finally you can execute program and run on
actual hardware.

Figure 3.11: Powered zedboard
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Overview of Testbench Network Tiny Yolov2 VOC

As we focus on accelerating CNN based object detection architectures hardware in this thesis, the
YOLO(You Only Look Once) object detection architecture is used as the testbench. When it comes to
YOLO, there are three versions. Here in this thesis I am focusing on Tiny-Yolov2, which is a simpler
version of YOLOv2. In this section basic details about the testbench architecture is presented.

4.1.1 Tiny Yolov2 VOC Network

Tiny Yolov2 is a simpler version of YOLOv2 which is faster than YOLOv2 but the mAP(mean aver-
age precision) is slightly lesser than YOLOv2. Tiny Yolov2 has 16 layers all together. This includes
9 convolution layers, 6 maxpooling layers and 1 detection layer(region layer). Figure 4.1 shows the
network layer sizes, number of filters used in each layer, input/ output sizes for each layer.

Figure 4.1: Tiny yolov2 VOC network

For Tiny Yolov2 network the input size is 416×416. Therefore before entering the network the inputs
are resized to 416× 416.
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4.1.2 VOC Dataset

In this thesis the VOC dataset is used with tiny yolov2 for testing. In the VOC dataset there are 20
classes.

The 20 classes respectively are; aeroplane, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle, bus, car, cat, chair, cow, dining
table, dog, horse, motorbike, person, potted plant, sheep, sofa, train and tv monitor.

4.2 Results from Fixed Point Implementation

This section is about Fixed Point Implementation results from 32 floating point to 16 bit fixed point
quantization. During this thesis I have tried to implement 8bit inference for tiny yolov2 on fpga. But
use of 8bit data did not give expected results with expected precision/accuracy. Therefore I continued
with 16bit fixed point data instead of 8bit data.

4.2.1 Input Fixed Point Implementation Results

Below are the obtained optimal radix point positions for input image data. These values are obtained
for only convolution layers. For the maxpooling layers the input maxQ value for the next convolution
layer is used. Input maxQ values for the each and every convolution layer is as below.

• conv0 layer = 14

• conv1 layer = 9

• conv2 layer = 10

• conv3 layer = 10

• conv4 layer = 10

• conv5 layer = 11

• conv6 layer = 12

• conv7 layer = 9

• conv8 layer = 12

4.2.2 Weight and Bias Fixed Point Implementation Results

Below are the weight maxQ values that were obtained during the weight quantization phase.
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• conv0 layer = 10

• conv1 layer = 15

• conv2 layer = 14

• conv3 layer = 15

• conv4 layer = 15

• conv5 layer = 15

• conv6 layer = 14

• conv7 layer = 15

• conv8 layer = 15

Below are the bias maxQ values that were obtained during the weight quantization phase.

• conv0 layer = 11

• conv1 layer = 13

• conv2 layer = 11

• conv3 layer = 12

• conv4 layer = 12

• conv5 layer = 12

• conv6 layer = 12

• conv7 layer = 15

• conv8 layer = 15

4.3 Results from the Xilinx Vivado HLS

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.2 shows the output from C simulation in Vivado HLS.

dog: 79%, car: 55%, car: 51%

Figure 4.4 shows the resource utilization estimations from C synthesis in Vivado HLS. Although it
shows that the LUT utilization is more than the available resources, it was not an issue when it was
analysed in Vivado hardware simulation. Because Vivado HLS only provides and rough estimation
which is not that accurate.
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Figure 4.2: C-simulation results in xilinx vivado HLS

Figure 4.3: Predicted output from C simulation in vivado HLS

4.4 Results from the Xilinx Vivado

Xilinx Vivado allows you to to perform a hardware simulation of your Hardware design. After spec-
ifying the part or the target board, you can evaluate and obtain analysis reports of power analysis,
resource utilization,etc.

Figure 4.5 is the Vivado block diagram of the hardware accelerator.

• YOLO2 FPGA - The ip block of our design which was exported from Vivado HLS

• Processing system 7 - The block of the processing system inside the Zynq-7000

• Axi-Interconnect - connects one or more AXI memory-mapped Master devices to one or more
memory-mapped Slave devices.
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Figure 4.4: Estimated resource utilization report in vivado hls

Figure 4.5: Block diagram of my design

• AXI-smartconnect - connects one or more AXI memory-mapped master devices to one or more
memory-mapped slave devices.

4.4.1 Power Analysis

Figure 4.6 depicts the on-chip power analysis done in Xilinx Vivado. In this analysis total On-Chip
power is calculated. For my design the total On-Chip power is 3.125W. Also it analysis how much
power each hardware type accounts for the total power.

As to the analysis report, 94% of the total power is consumed as dynamic power and only 6% is
consumed as static. Out of the total On-Chip power, more than half of the power is consumed for the
processing system of the Zynq-7000.
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Figure 4.6: Results of the power analysis in vivado

4.4.2 Resource Utilization Analysis

Figure 4.7 depicts the resource utilization report in Xilinx Vivado. As of the report, most used re-
sources are DSPs, LUTs and BRAMs.

Figure 4.7: Results of resources utilization analysis in vivado

The Size of the FPGA that is Needed to Process this Design Without using Tilling Methods

This design can only process and produce a output of size 26 × 26 × 32 at once in parallel. This
section is about calculating the size of the fpga that is needed to process the tiny yolov2 network
without using tilling methods, that is processing the layers at once instead of processing tile by tile.

Figures 4.8 and 4.7 shows the resource utilization of this design(IP block to accelerate tiny-yolov2-
voc). That is to output 26×26×32 sized output at once. You need many iterations or loops to process
a whole layer with this design and with this fpga(The Zedboard).

Out of all the convolution and maxpooling layers in Tiny-Yolov2-voc network, 13th and 14th layers
have 16 loops to complete the whole layer, which is the maximum. If you can process these layers
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Figure 4.8: Results of resources utilization analysis in vivado

then you can process any layer in one iteration.

For that case, the needed amount of resources are listed below.

LUT = 587328, FF = 578816, DSP = 2464, BRAM = 1568

Virtex-7 VC709

Figure 4.9: Virtex-7 VC709

The Xilinx Virtex-7 VC709 FPGA (Figure 4.9) has an amount of resources which is closer to this
requirment. Below are the resources available in Virtex-7 VC709.

LUT = 433200, FF = 866400, DSP = 3600, BRAM = 1470

The price of the Virtex-7 VC709 is $4995

Even with the Virtex-7 board it is not possible to process the 13th and 14th layers in one iteration.
But with this board it is possible to process every other layer without tilling method except the 13th
and the 14th layers. You can process the 13th and 14th layer with two iterations. Also for some layers
the amount of resources available on-chip will be more than enough. Therefore there is a possibility
to use pipelining techniques after checking the dependencies.

In this current design 1 DSP and some LUTs are required for one 16bit fixed multiplication/computation.
The number of 16bit fixed point multiplications that can be done in parallel is determined by Tm×Tn

and is dependant on the number of DSPs available in the fpga.

The number of multiplications that are done in parallel in this design is given from,
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Tm × Tn = 4× 32 = 128 (Equation 4.1)

In the Virtex-7 VC709 board you have 3600 DSPs. So with Virtex-7 is it possible to increase the
computations done in parallel by ×28 times.

Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102

Figure 4.10: Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102

But the Virtex-7 board is not a SoC fpga which has an in-built Processing Syatem (Arm processor).
But for object detection applications(yolo) it is best to run on a SoC fpga. Specially for the process-
ing of the Region layer. When considering Soc FPGAs the best choice would be the Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 Evaluation board(Figure 4.10) which has quad-core Arm Cortex-A53,
dual-core Cortex-R5F real-time processors inside.

Below are the resources available in Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102.

LUT = 274080, FF = 548160, DSP = 2520, BRAM = 912

The price of the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 is $2,495

In the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 board 2520 DSPs are available. So with Zynq UltraScale+
MPSoC ZCU102 is it possible to increase the computations done in parallel by ×18 times.

A summary is shown in the table in figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Fpga resource comparison
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4.4.3 Device

Figure 4.12 depicts utilized areas of the FPGA programmable logic in Xilinx hardware. The light blue
coloured areas are the utilized areas and the dark blue areas are the un-utilized areas. The Processing
System of the chip is the orange coloured area.

Figure 4.12: Utilized areas of the FPGA

Figure 4.13 shows the routing resources of the device.

Figure 4.13: Routing resources of the device
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4.5 Results from Running on Actual Hardware

Here are the results from running on actual hardware. Figure table in Figure 4.14 shows the time
taken to process each layer in the programmable logic and processing system. The total time taken
to process the tiny-yolov2-voc network is 0.29 seconds. Convolutions take longer time to process
than Maxpooling. The 13th and 14th layers(Convolution) take the longest time to process according
to these results due to the high number of GOPs these two layers have. Also they are the two layers
which requires the largest number of loops to finish processing with the use of tilling method.

Figure 4.14: Time taken to process each layer
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Figure 4.15: Results from running on actaul hardware

4.6 Results Comparison

Figure 4.16: Results comparison with GPU

As you can see in the table in Figure 4.16, the results shows that, using fixed point Implementation of
CNN based object detection architectures on FPGA minimizes the power consumption compared to
GPUs (the first choice for CNNs).

Nvidia Titan X GPU consumes 227W amount of power to process Tiny Yolov2, while the Fixed point
implementation of Tiny Yolov2 on the Zedboard only consumes 3.125W.

If you compare the power efficiency (calculated as GOP/s per Watt) between these two cases, the
efficiency is about 20% higher in the fpga. We can conclude that using fixed point implementations
of CNN based object detection architectures on FPGA results in reduced the power consumption and
increased power efficiency over floating point operations on GPU.
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